02-23-2013 Newfoundland - Howard Lavers – GW LEO Ice Rescue Suit
http://canada.odmp.org/officer/859-fish--wildlife-officer-howard-lavers

The Officer Down Memorial Page Remembers . . .

Fish & Wildlife Officer Howard Lavers
Newfoundland and Labrador Fish and Wildlife Enforcement
Division
Newfoundland and Labrador
End of Watch: Thursday, February 21, 2013
Biographical Info
Age: 57
Tour of Duty: 30 years
Badge Number: 27
Incident Details
Cause of Death: Drowned
Date of Incident: Thursday, February 21, 2013
Weapon Used: Not available
Suspect Info: Not available
Fish & Wildlife Officer Howard Lavers drowned after his snowmobile
broke through the ice on Eastern Bluey Pond, near Blue Mountain.
He and two other officers were patrolling the area when the ice
broke as they rode across the pond. All three officers fell into the
water. The other two officers were able to get back onto the ice.
They attempted to rescue Officer Lavers but were not able to pull
him from the water.
An RCMP dive team recovered Officer Lavers' body the following
day.
Officer Lavers had served with the agency for 30 years.
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UPDATE: Divers recover body of missing wildlife officer
http://ntv.ca/recovery-effort-continues-for-missing-wildlife-officer/
Posted on February 22, 2013 by ntvwebeditor in Local with /** * */
RCMP divers and wildlife officers recovered the
body of missing wildlife officer Howard Lavers
shortly before 5 p.m. Friday. No autopsy is
planned. Lavers had been presumed drowned
since Thursday when his snow machine broke
through the ice on a pond south of Hawke’s Bay.
NTV’s Pam Parsons reports on the events of
Friday’s search before Lavers’ body was found.

New Videos Here:
http://ntv.ca/tag/howard-lavers/
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Canadian Wildlife Officer Dies After Fall Through Ice
HTTP://WWW.OFFICER.COM/NEWS/10884156/CANADIAN-WILDLIFE-OFFICER-DIES-AFTERFALL-THROUGH-ICE

FEB 24, 2013 CBC NEWS ON

A Newfoundland and Labrador wildlife officer is
missing and presumed drowned after falling
through ice on the Northern Peninsula.
Howard Lavers was on patrol with two other
officers south of Hawke's Bay around 4 p.m.
Thursday when ice gave way on a pond known
locally as Eastern Bluey Pond, near Blue
Mountain.
Retired conservation officer Earl Pilgrim said the
two other men were able to scramble back onto
the ice and tried to save Lavers.

Newfoundland and Labrador
Wildlife Officer Howard Lavers
Photo credit: Courtesy Photo

"They tried to get a rope to him and they tied a shovel on a rope and threw [it] out
to him," Pilgrim said.
"Of course, they couldn't get to him. There was no way he could hold himself onto
the edge of the ice, so he slipped through, and that was it," Pilgrim told the West
Coast Morning Show Friday.
Pilgrim said he trained Lavers for six months and had seen him just a few days ago.
Lavers was an officer with the Fish and Wildlife Enforcement Division, which falls
under the Department of Justice.
In a statement released early Friday morning, Justice Minister Darin King said he
was "deeply saddened" by the tragedy.
One source told CBC that Lavers was well known in the region, and news of the
accident was hitting surrounding communities very hard.
RCMP are investigating, as well as officials with the Newfoundland and Labrador
government's occupational health and safety division.

NL Government Faces OHS Charges
http://www.groundforcetraining.com/blog/nl-government-faces-ohs-charges/
The Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Justice and Public Safety now faces
occupational health and safety charges in connection with the death of wildlife officer
Howard Lavers, who drowned on the job in February 2013.
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Lavers was on patrol when the snowmobile he was driving fell through the ice on
Eastern Blue Pond. Two other wildlife officers attempted to rescue Lavers, but they
were unsuccessful. His body was later recovered from the water.
Last week, after an investigation by the Occupational Health
and Safety Branch of Service NL, the agency announced that
they have lain three charges against the Department, including
one for failure to provide necessary training; one for their
failure to provide and ensure that Lavers used protective
clothing and devices; and a third for their failure to ensure that
written work safe information appropriate to the hazards and
work activity had been included in the Department’s OHS
program.
The Justice and Public Safety Ministry responded to the charges later the same day
with a public statement, saying, “The loss of Howard Lavers has had a deep impact
on his family, friends and colleagues. He was a highly respected officer with the Fish
and Wildlife Enforcement Division who was dedicated to protecting the province’s
natural resources so that they could be enjoyed by his fellow Newfoundlanders and
Labradorians… Howard’s death was a tragic incident that affected many.”
The first proceedings in the case are scheduled in March 2015 in Port au Choix
provincial court.

Charges in fisheries officer's death of little comfort to
sister

http://www.thewesternstar.com/News/Local/2014-12-20/article-3983775/Chargesin-fisheries-officers-death-of-little-comfort-to-sister/1
December 20, 2014 Dave Kearsey
No matter what changes are made to prevent another tragedy like the one that
took the life of her brother, it will be little comfort to Olive Ayre.
Ayre is the oldest sister of Mr. Howard Lavers, a provincial fish and wildlife officer
from Port Saunders who died in the line of duty Feb. 21, 2013.
Friday, the provincial Department of Justice and Public Safety was formally charged
with three violations of the Occupational Health and Safety Act and Regulations in
relation to Mr. Lavers’ death.
Mr. Lavers, 57, and three fellow officers were patrolling by snowmobile over the ice
on Eastern Blewy Pond in the Hawke’s Bay area when his machine went through the
ice into the frigid water. Two of the officers made it to shore, but Mr. Lavers wasn’t
so fortunate. The other officers tried spreading branches on the ice so they could
crawl to Mr. Lavers, but their attempts to save him failed.
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Ayre, the oldest of eight siblings, had been reading about Friday’s development
when contacted.
“Really, this doesn’t mean anything to me,” Ayre said of the charges. “Howard is
gone and nothing is going to bring him back.”
She said it would be great if changes were made to make it safer for others in the
field. But missing her brother, particularly at this time of the year, the outcome of
the situation isn’t something she believes will provide her with any comfort.
She sees the incident as a tragedy because her brother was taken away in such a
hurry and without warning. Her brother was a visited her often, and she still finds
herself thinking he’s coming home.
“It’s a lot to adjust to, but we’re trying to cope with it and go on,” she said, noting
her mom Pauline still mourns the loss and will probably never get over it.
“It just opens up old wounds,” she said, choking back tears. “It just brings
everything back. It’s hard to talk about you know?”
The first appearance in the matter is scheduled for March 24 at provincial court in
Port au Choix.
The Department of Justice and Public Safety has been charged with three counts
under the Occupational Health and Safety Act and Regulations:
•

failure to provide the necessary information, instruction, training and
supervision

•

failure to ensure necessary protective clothing and devices were
used

•

failure to ensure written safe work procedures appropriate to the
hazards and work activity were included in the employer’s OHS
program

N.L. government fined $70K in relation to Howard Lavers
drowning
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/government-finedhoward-lavers-drowning-1.3349586
Dec 03, 2015 CBC News

The province's fish and wildlife enforcement division pleaded guilty on Thursday to
three violations under the Occupational Health and Safety Act, nearly three years
after the drowning death of wildlife officer Howard Lavers on the Northern
Peninsula.
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Lavers was on patrol in February 2013 when the snowmobile he was driving went
through the ice on Eastern Blue Pond, south of Hawke's Bay.
Two other officers attempted to save him at the time, but were unsuccessful.




NAPE calls for increased safety measures in wake of OHS charges
N.L. government charged in death of wildlife officer HowardLavers
Wildlife officer mourned after falling through ice

Fish and wildlife
enforcement — a division
of the Department of
Justice and Public
Safety — pleaded guilty
and was fined for failing
to provide proper
training, for not having a
'traveling over ice' policy
and for failing to
mandate that officers
wear available protective
equipment.

Officer Howard Lavers fell through this hole in the ice
in 2013. He was able to stay afloat for a time while
colleagues made several attempts to save him.
(RCMP)

It was noted in court that officers weren't issued floatable snowmobile suits.
Alex Keaveny, who prosecuted the case, said the department accepted
responsibility for the failures and will now pay the price.
Hefty fine
"As a result of the failures, they determined that the department had breached the
terms of the Occupational Health and Safety Act," he told CBC's Glenn Payette
Thursday.
The total cost of the penalty is $70,000, which is in the range of sentences for
these type of workplace incidents. Part of the money is a fine, but most will be used
for public education and training, such as ice safety courses.
Some of the courses will be offered in Stephenville and on the Northern Peninsula
as well as a course on the east coast of the province.

Officers fell through ice, made multiple attempts to save
Howard Lavers

Agreed statement of facts details wildlife officer's final day on the job

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/howard-lavers-case-facts1.3388281

Jan 04, 2016 CBC News

The Newfoundland and Labrador government has released harrowing details
outlining what happened the day wildlife officer Howard Lavers died on the
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Northern Peninsula — including accounts from two colleagues who made multiple
attempts to save him.




N.L. government apologizes for role in wildlife officer death
N.L. government fined $70K in relation to Howard Lavers drowning
Wildlife officer who fell through ice honoured at ceremony

According to agreed statement of facts, Lavers was conducting "a routine
investigation of a firearms violation" on the day he died.
'He was getting very
Lavers, 57, met two male colleagues — identified in the
cold and would not
report as Officers A and B — at his cabin on Eastern
be able to hang on
Blue Pond before heading out on snowmobile at
much longer.'
approximately 1:30 p.m.
Weather conditions were described as "fair" on Feb. 21,
2013.

Agreed Statement of
Facts

The report said none of the officers were wearing personal floatation devices and
ice thickness on the pond wasn't checked. There was no policy in place at the time
requiring that officers check the thickness of the ice.
When Lavers approached, Officer B
attempted the same arm gestures, but
Lavers increased his speed and steered
closer to the open water.
Lavers' snowmobile went through the
ice and disappeared "very quickly."
The report said Lavers tried jumping
towards the unbroken ice near his
colleagues
"Lavers went into the water and, upon

Howard Lavers, seen during a 1996
interview, went through the ice on a
pond on the Northern Peninsula.
(CBC)

As the group approached an area called "the narrows," Officer B came across open
water.
While Officer B's snowmobile broke through the ice, he was able to get to safety
and gestured to Officer A to avoid the dangerous area.
surfacing, called for help while being submersed in water to his shoulder/neck area,
and holding onto the ice edge," the statement reads.
Multiple rescue attempts
In his first rescue attempt, Officer A approached Lavers with a rope. He, however,
broke through the ice and went into the water as well.
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The officer was able to pull himself from the water and he then rolled to safety.
Officer B then "removed all his outer
clothing and, dressed only in thermal
underwear and socks, attempted to get
closer to Officer Lavers."
He too went through the ice, but Officer
A pulled him to safety with the rope.
The report said several attempts were
made to throw a rescue rope to Lavers,
but high winds made it impossible.
Officer A tied a rescue shovel to the end
of the rope to weigh it down, but the pair
were still unable to reach Lavers.

Former NAPE President Carol Furlong
said the case highlighted the need for
employers to re-evaluate safety
measures, equipment and training.
(CBC)

"Officer B broke through the ice several
times while trying to attempt this rescue and was assisted out each time by Officer
A," the report reads. 'He was getting very cold' Lavers, the report goes on to
read, told the officers "he was getting very cold and would not be able to hang on
much longer."
The men then tied a tree stump to the rope in an attempt to add more weight.
The men told Lavers to drop his service belt, but the officer said he couldn't
because that would mean letting go of the ice.
The report said that Lavers was eventually able to grab hold of the rope. That's
when Officer A tied it to a snowmobile and attempted to pull Lavers out of the
water.
While he was pulled partially out for a time, the ice broke again and Lavers "went
completely under."
The men said it sounded like the man swallowed water during the ordeal. Again,
they attempted to use a snowmobile to pull Lavers out but were unable to gain
traction.
It was "observed that only Officer Lavers hand could be seen and then the hand
slipped beneath the surface. There was no sight of Officer Lavers after this time."
According to the statement, Officer B "was severely shaking and appeared to be in
bad shape" at this point.
The pair returned to Lavers's cabin where they called the enforcement office and
waited for help to arrive.

Recovery mission

The next day, an RCMP dive team searched the area. Lavers's body was located
near the edge of the hole where the emergency rope was located.
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He was wearing his
full uniform —
including winter
jacket, snow pants,
gloves, rubber boots
and a duty belt
containing a firearm.
That same day, fish
and wildlife
enforcement — a
division of the
Department of Justice
and Public
Safety — ceased all
snowmobile patrols
pending a review.
RCMP took this photo at the scene on the Northern

Last week, the
Peninsula. The officer's emergency rope — and the tree
province formally
used to weigh it down — can be seen. (RCMP)
apologized for its
role in the death of Howard Lavers.
The apology and acknowledgement of its role in Lavers's death came about a
month after the province was sentenced for three violations under the Occupational
Health and Safety Act.
The government was fined $70,000 for failing to provide proper training, for not
having a "travelling over ice" policy and for failing to mandate that officers wear
available protective equipment.
A portion of that fine will go towards public education and training.

N THE PROVINCIAL COURT OF NEWFOUNDLAND &
LABRADOR HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN v. DEPT. OF JUSTICE
AND PUBLIC SAFETY AGREED STATEMENT OF FACTS
http://www.justice.gov.nl.ca/just/publications/pdf/agreed_facts_jps_ohs_case.pdf
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CANADA
PROVINCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND &
LABRADOR

IN THE PROVINCIAL COURT OF
NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
v.
DEPT. OF JUSTICE AND PUBLIC SAFETY

AGREED STATEMENT OF FACTS
_____________________________________________________________________

Summary
1. On Thursday, 21 February, 2013, Officer Howard Lavers, a 57 year old Fish and
Wildlife Enforcement (FWE) Officer, died when the snowmobile he was operating
broke through and sank under the Ice on Eastern Blue Pond (Narrows Area),
Newfoundland and Labrador, approximately 30 km from Bellburns, NL.
2. Officer Howard Lavers was on snowmobile patrol as part of a routine investigation
of a firearms violation with two other FWE Officers when the snowmobile he was
riding broke through the ice.
3. Rescue attempts by fellow Officers failed to remove Howard Lavers from the
water and he drowned.
4. FWE Officers routinely travel over ice covered bodies of water during the winter.
5. However, at the time of this incident FWE had no written safe work procedure
(SWP) for travel over ice, including no written procedures for checking ice
thickness prior to travel on ice.
6. While FWE had a number of SWP and policies in place for FWE officers, including
a Working Alone Policy and a policy regarding the use of SPOT(GPS) devices for
tracking/locating officers, these polices were not always followed by officers and
1

this was known to the FWE.
7. While FWE Officers were issued numerous Personal Protective Equipment (PPE),
including personal flotation devices, ice picks, and other safety equipment, there
was no policy or other mechanism in place to ensure appropriate PPE was used
or carried while on patrol.
8. Some of the PPE previously issued to FWE Officers for travelling over ice was
inadequate, including no appropriate flotation snowmobile suit in the event an
officer broke through the ice.
9. The Officers present with Officer Lavers had not received proper training in ice
rescue, including no training in the use of throw bags.
10. Other provincial departments had experienced previous incidents of officers going
through the ice while operating snowmobiles. However, these incidents were not
investigated or documented and no policies or strategy was put into place to
prevent reoccurrences.
Background
11. The Fish and Wildlife Enforcement Division is part of the Department of Justice,
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. FWE enforces fish and wildlife
regulations in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador.
12. FWE has 68 employees, including 54 field employees, including both full time and
seasonal Officers and Staff.
13. Officer Howard Lavers had worked as a Wildlife Enforcement Officer for FWE and
other government departments for more than 25 years.
February 21, 2013 – The Incident
14. Weather conditions on February 21, 2013 were fair.
15. On the morning of 21 February, 2013 2 other FWE Officers (identified as officers
A and B) met near Hawke's Bay, NL to conduct a snowmobile patrol as part of a
routine investigation of a firearms violation. Officers A and B had made
arrangements the previous day with Officer Lavers to meet at Officer Lavers' cabin
on Eastern Blue Pond. Officers A and B arrived at the cabin at noon.
16. At approximately 13:30 hours the three Officers departed the cabin and headed
across Eastern Blue Pond towards the "narrows" In the direction of River of Ponds
to begin their patrol. When the three Officers left the cabin Officer Lavers was in
the lead, followed by Officer B and then Officer A.
17. None of the Officers were wearing personal flotation devices or similar PPE
when they left on patrol. Use of PPE, including personal flotation devices, was
not required by the Division for those travelling over ice.
18. Ice thickness on the pond was not checked prior to the Officers heading out. No
such check was required by any FWE policy.
2

19. While travelling across Eastern Blue Pond, Officer Lavers stopped and said that
there was snow flicking back on him but nothing could be seen that would cause
this. Officer B then took the lead followed by Officer A and Officer Lavers.
20. As they approached the ''narrows" open water was observed by Officer B to the
right of the route of travel. Officer B crossed from one point of land to another point
of land to avoid the visible open water but while doing so his snowmobile broke
through the ice. Officer B was able to cross this area with snow, slob, ice, and
water clearly being thrown from the track of his snowmobile.
21. Officer B was able to get to solid ice or land and made hand and arm gestures to
Officer A to direct him away from the unsafe area. Officer A did avoid any unstable
ice and stopped near Officer B.
22. Officer Lavers was observed coming around the point of land, Officer B was again
using hand and arm gestures to warn Officer Lavers of the dangerous area. Officer
Lavers was observed increasing his speed and travelled parallel to Officer B's
route but closer to the open water. Officer Lavers' snowmobile then went through
the ice, disappearing very quickly.
23. Officer Lavers tried to jump towards unbroken ice towards the shore where Officer
A and Officer B were located. Officer Lavers went into the water and upon
surfacing called for help while being submersed in water to his shoulder/neck area
and holding onto the Ice edge.
24. Officer A obtained his rescue rope and walked out towards Officer Lavers but
broke through the ice and went into the water. Officer A was able to get back to
solid Ice and rolled to safety.
25. Officer B removed all his outer clothing and dressed only in thermal underwear
and socks attempted to get closer to Officer Lavers. Officer B also went through
the ice and Officer A was able to assist Officer B out with the rescue rope.
26. Officers A and B made several attempts to throw the rescue rope to Officer Lavers
but due to wind were unable to get the rope to Officer Lavers.
27. Officer A then tied a rescue shovel to the rope to add weight so the rope would
not be affected as much by the wind. Officer B moved closer to Officer Lavers but
was still unsuccessful after numerous attempts to get the rope to officer Lavers.
Officer B broke through the ice several times while trying to attempt this rescue
and was assisted out each time by Officer A.
28. Officer Lavers vocalized that he was getting very cold and would not be able to
hang on much longer. A tree stump was obtained by Officers A and Officer B and
this was also tied to the rescue rope for more weight.
29. Officer Lavers was told to drop his service belt but Officer Lavers vocalized that
he could not, as he could not let go of the ice.
30. After several attempts the rescue rope was thrown to Officer Lavers and he was
able to get one if not two hands on the rope. Officer A tied the free end to a
snowmobile and began to move forward in an attempt to pull Officer Lavers from
3

the water. Officer Lavers was pulled partially out of the water onto the ice but the
ice broke through again and Officer Lavers went completely under the water.
31. Officer Lavers was seen surfacing and could be heard blowing as if he had taken
water into his body. Officer A again tried to use the snowmobile to pull Officer
Lavers out. The snowmobile lost traction and began to spin and when Officer A
looked towards Officer Lavers he observed that only Officer Lavers hand could be
seen and then the hand slipped beneath the surface. There was no sight of Officer
Lavers after this time.
32. Officer A observed that Officer B was severely shaking and appeared to be in bad
shape. Officer A assisted in getting Officer B dressed as Officer B was unable to
dress himself as he was too cold. Officers A and B returned to Officer Lavers'
cabin to seek shelter and warmth. Officer A called the Corner Brook Fish and
Wildlife Enforcement office to report the Incident and then waited for help to arrive.
33. On 22 February, 2013, RCMP dive team completed a scene search and
documented the scene. Photos of the scene taken by the RCMP are attached
at Tab A.
34. Officer Howard Lavers body was located near the edge of the hole where the rope
leading from shore was located. Officer Lavers was still wearing full uniform
including winter jacket, snow pants, gloves, green rubber boots and secured duty
belt including firearm.
35. On February 22, 2013 Fish and Wildlife Enforcement advised snowmobile patrols
to cease for all officers of the division pending a review of the incident.
PPE, Safe Work Policies and Procedures at FWE
Prior incidents
36. Investigation into this incident revealed two other incidents where personnel from
other government departments went through ice while operating snowmobiles
while on patrol.
37. FWE and other government departments did not track these types of workplace
incidents, and the known incidents were not investigated or documented. No
policy or procedure was developed for ice safety prior to October 2013.
Equipment Issues, Policies and Gaps
38. All Fish and Wildlife Enforcement Officers are issued SPOT units which is a GPS
(global positioning system) based device that is monitored by an international
company. FWE policy requires that all members have their SPOT units turned on
and operating when working. The units have a tracking mode that is updated
approximately every 10 minutes. The SPOT units also have a 911 feature that
the user can activate if they require help.
39. On 21 February, 2013 Officer A activated the 911 feature after he and Officer B
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had returned to Officer Lavers' cabin. This was detected by the monitoring
company and a call was made to the Fish and Wildlife Enforcement Division in
Corner Brook, NL to advise of the alert.
40. There is no data available from Officer B's or Officer Lavers' SPOT units.
41. Investigation into this incident revealed that some FWE members did not turn on
their units as required by the Division's policy, and the FWE was aware of this
having been an issue with some Officers in the past.
42. FWE have in place a “Working Alone” procedure, effective as of March 12, 2012,
and disseminated March 16, 2012. Officers working in the field after hours are to
call the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary (RNC), Corner Brook, NL to advise
where they are, and their estimated time of arrival at their destination. There is
no record of Officer Lavers contacting the RNC to report his travelling before or
after normal working hours, nor was any other member of the Fish and Wildlife
Enforcement Division aware of when Officer Lavers travelled to the cabin.
43. FWE Officers routinely travel over ice covered bodies of water during the winter.
44. FWE did not have a written procedure for workers travelling over ice at the time of
this accident, including no written procedures for checking ice thickness prior to
travel on ice.
45. While FWE Officers were issued personal flotation devices, ice picks, and other
relevant safety equipment, FWE had no policy or other mechanism in place to
require, and to ensure, that all appropriate equipment was used or carried while
on patrol when travelling over ice.
46. A comprehensive “Travelling and Working on Ice” policy was developed following
this incident, effective October 7, 2013. A copy of the new “Travelling and
Working on Ice” policy is Attached at Tab B.
47. All FWE staff received orientation/training on the “Travelling and Working on Ice”
policy following this incident.
48. Review of this incident also determined that the PPE previously issued to FWE
Officers for travelling over ice was inadequate, including no appropriate flotation
snowmobile suit in the event an officer broke through the ice.
49. Following the incident, FWE has identified, tested and selected new PPE –
specifically the Mustang Survival Ice Rider snowmobile suit – for use when
travelling over Ice and working in cold weather environments. FWE staff are now
required to wear flotation snowmobile suits at all times when traelling on
snowmobile. A FWE report “Field Testing of Flotation Clothing” outlining the
testing and benefits of the new PPE is attached at Tab C.
50. The Officer present with Officer Lavers had not received proper training in ice
rescue, including no training in the use of throw bags.
Consented to on behalf of the Crown
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Alex Keaveny
Consented to on behalf of Dept. of Justice and
Public Safety
John Drover
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Tab A - Photos of the scene taken by the RCMP
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Photo 1 (IMG_0174)

Photo 2 (IMG_0175)

Photo 3 (IMG_0176)

Photo 4 (IMG_0177)

Photo 5 (IMG_0174)

Photo 6 (IMG_0173)

Photo 7 (IMG_0178)

Tab B – October 2013 “Travelling and Working on Ice” policy
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Tab C - FWE report “Field Testing of Flotation Clothing” regarding the PPE
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